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ABSTRACT 

 

 

CYCLOSTRATIGRAPHY AND ASTROCHRONOLOGY OF THE LATE DEVONIAN 

KELLWASSER CRISIS, NORTHERN APPALACHIAN BASIN, USA 

 

Katherine Tuskes, M.S. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Thesis Director: Dr. Linda A. Hinnov 

 

 Late Devonian marine mass extinctions associated with the Frasnian-Famennian 

stage transition (approximately 370 million years ago) occurred in a succession of 

extinction pulses within a narrow stratigraphic interval known as the Kellwasser Crisis. 

In most localities, this interval is typically only meters thick, but an expanded, 32 m thick 

cyclic marine sedimentary section at Walnut Creek, Chautauqua County, New York, 

USA permits investigation of the Kellwasser Crisis interval at an unprecedented high 

resolution. Visible cyclicity within the section strongly suggests the presence of 

Milankovitch cycles, which are globally correlatable and can be used to develop an 

accurate duration for this crucial extinction period. Astrochronology developed from this 

section will be used to investigate changes in climate forcing mechanisms driven by 

Milankovitch cycles, and to reduce uncertainty in the Late Devonian timescale.



1 

 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 

The Late Devonian Frasnian/Famennian boundary marks one of the five largest 

extinction events in the Phanerozoic, and is characterized by the extinction of the 

Devonian stromatoporoid and coral reef community, as well as numerous trilobites and 

brachiopod species (Schindler, 1993). The Frasnian/Famennian boundary is marked by 

the extinction of conodont species Palmatoleips linguiformis (FZ zone 13) and the first 

appearance of Palmatolepis triangularis (triangularis zone) (Becker et al., 2012).  

The Frasnian/Famennian extinction event was actually a series of extinctions, the 

first of which occurred in the early Late Frasnian (middle Palmatoleips rhenana 

conodont zone), and the other four more severe extinctions occurring more closely to or 

coincident with the Frasnian/Famennian boundary itself (McGhee, 2013).  This interval 

of extinctions is demarcated by two black shale beds, named the Lower Kellwasser 

Horizon (LKH) and Upper Kellwasser Horizon (UKH), (Schindler, 1993) with associated 

positive marine carbonate carbon isotope perturbations (Joachimski and Buggisch, 2002). 

The interval between these two units is known as the Kellwasser Crisis (Schindler, 1993). 

The crisis begins at the LKH with an extinction called the Lower Kellwasser Event 

(LKE), followed by three strong pulses of extinction in the UKH, referred to as the Upper 

Kellwasser Event (UKE). This series of extinctions end with a final, severe extinction 
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pulse in the early Famennian (McGhee, 2013). The extinctions may have been triggered 

by pulses of oceanic anoxia (the black shales), possibly induced by rising sea levels, that 

led to repeated stress and ultimate extinction of marine fauna communities (Bond and 

Wignall, 2008). Between anoxic pulses, short, intense glaciations are thought to have 

occurred that lowered sea level (McGhee, 2013).  These glaciation events continued into 

the Famennian and intensified in the Carboniferous (McGhee 2013).   

 Three principal kill mechanisms have been proposed for the Late Devonian 

extinction and associated anoxic conditions (McGhee, 2012). It is suggested that 

organisms either suffocated to death (hypoxia), that they experienced environmental 

stresses related to global cooling, or there was a combination of these mechanisms 

occurring in concert (McGhee, 2012). (1) The hypoxia model suggests that newly 

evolved boreal forest runoff triggered marine eutrophication and subsequent anoxia and 

extinction (McGhee, 2012). The anoxic conditions in this case would be exacerbated by 

repeated ocean transgression and regression (McGhee, 2012). (2) The hypothermia model 

suggests that global cooling led to mass extinction, and was caused by increased carbon 

dioxide (CO2) drawdown by vegetation, “volcanic winter” from mantle plume volcanism 

(Viluy Traps in Eastern Siberia), or “impact winter” from bolide impact (Siljan impact 

crater in Sweden) (McGhee, 2012). (3) The third model suggests that there may be no 

single kill mechanism but instead several kill mechanisms happening in concert 

(McGhee, 2012). However, the ultimate causes of the Late Devonian extinction pulses 

are still debated.   
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In the present study, magnetic susceptibility data from the Kellwasser Crisis 

Interval at Walnut Creek, NY (Figure 1), will be analyzed for Milankovitch cyclicity 

using the astrochron R package (Meyers, 2014) and Matlab scripts (Kodama and Hinnov, 

2015). Using the potential cyclicities detected with these analytical techniques, a more 

accurate geologic timescale can be created with the Bchron R package (Parnell et al., 

2008). The Walnut Creek location was chosen as it contains an extended, uninterrupted 

record of the Kellwasser Crisis with visible changes in rock color and texture throughout 

the section. The biostratigraphy of the area is well documented, with correlatable 

conodont microfossils present in the section (Over, 1997).  

 

The Devonian Time Scale and Kellwasser Crisis Interval 

 

The Geologic Time Scale 2012 (GTS2012) (Becker et al., 2012) assigns the UKE 

a date of 372.5 Ma and the LKE a date of 374.5 Ma, i.e., a duration of ~2 m.y. for the 

Kellwasser Crisis Interval. A more recent evaluation of the Devonian time scale using the 

Bchron R package (Parnell et al., 2008) that combines Bayesian statistics of radioisotope 

dates and astrochronology rescales the Kellwasser Interval duration to 1.51 m.y. (De 

Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 2014). The uncertainties for these estimated durations are 

substantial and work needs to be done to lower these uncertainties.  
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Milankovitch Cycles  

 

Milankovitch cycles are caused by variations in Earth’s motion around the Sun, 

which cause changes in incoming solar radiation that are recorded as sedimentary cycles 

in the rock record (Milankovitch, 1941; recent review in Hinnov, 2013). There are three 

main orders of cycling (Figure 2):   

(1) The precession index occurs in 19 to 23 kiloyear (kyr) cycles as the Earth’s 

axial tilt precesses in due to the gravitational forces of the Sun and Moon. The 

precession causes the seasons to shift clockwise along the Earth’s annual 

orbit. The precession has a periodicity of 25.8 kyr, but a clockwise precession 

of the Earth’s orbit itself reduces and splits this periodicity to 19 and 23 kyr.  

(2) The obliquity cycle occurs with a period of 41 kyr and refers to the axial tilt of 

the Earth with respect to its orbital plane. The tilt angle ranges from 22 to 

24.5°, and is currently at 23.5°. The degree of tilt changes the distribution of 

solar exposure with latitude, and can influence seasonal intensity.  

(3) The orbital eccentricity has the longest variations, with ~100 kyr and 405 kyr 

cycles. Low eccentricity indicates a more circular orbit, while high 

eccentricities indicate a more eccentric orbit. Earth’s orbital eccentricity has 

varied from 0.00005 to 0.0679 in the past, with an average of 0.0019. 

The astronomical cycles influence the amount and time of occurrence of solar radiation 

received at the Earth’s surface, and is recorded in Earth’s sedimentary record of climate. 
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Because the cycles are a global phenomenon, their sedimentary record can be considered 

a proxy for global correlation. 

 

Astronomical Forcing in the Paleozoic Era 

 

The Moon has been receding from the Earth over time due to tidal dissipation and 

deceleration of the Earth’s rotation rate (Dickey et al., 1994). Berger et al. (1992) 

suggested that in the geologic past, a shorter length-of-day would have induced a 

shortening of the periods for the obliquity and precession index. Using evidence from the 

fossil record (e.g., corals, bivalves, tidalites) for faster rotation rates in the geologic past, 

Berger et al. (1992) and Berger and Loutre (1994) estimated precession index and 

obliquity periodicities throughout the Phanerozoic and Late Precambrian.  More recently, 

Waltham (2015) made an independent assessment of these changes, and provided an 

online calculator for use by investigators (http://davidwaltham.com/wp 

content/uploads/2014/01/Milankovitch.html). 

In the Devonian, orbital eccentricity cycles are expected to have periodicities 

comparable to those modeled for the present-day i.e., 405 kyr, 128 kyr, and 95 kyr. 

However, due to a significantly faster Devonian Earth rotation rate, obliquity and 

precession index cycles are expected to be shorter: 34.4 ± 3.4 ky (main obliquity) and 

21.3 ± 1.3 ky (P1), 20.2 ± 1.2 ky (P2), and 17.38 ± 0.89 ky (P3) (online calculator set to 

370 Ma; Waltham, 2015). 
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Earth Rotation Rate and Dynamical Ellipticity 

 

Earth’s rotation rate and dynamical ellipticity (shape) influences Earth’s inertia 

and therefore its precession rate (k). In turn, these act on the obliquity and precession 

index (Hinnov, 2013). The Earth precesses according to its obliquity angle relative to the 

ecliptic and due to gravitational influences from the Sun and Moon (Hinnov, 2013). The 

precession index and obliquity variation are a result of changes to k from outside 

planetary motions, modeled by the secular frequencies si and gi (e.g., Laskar et al., 2004). 

Precession index modulations are related to Earth’s orbital eccentricity, while 

obliquity modulations are influenced by Earth’s orbital inclination and other factors 

(Hinnov, 2013). Changes in Earth’s rotation rate and dynamical ellipticity should be 

detected as phase aberrations in the obliquity and precession index frequencies (Hinnov, 

2013).  

Geologic evidence, while sparse, has indicated that changes in length-of-day 

(LOD) have not been constant through time and that the Earth experienced shorter days 

in the past (e.g., Lambeck, 1980). This would have shortened the obliquity and precession 

index periodicities (Berger and Loutre, 1994). Observationally, cyclostratigraphy based 

on 405 ky tuning indicates that the Late Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay had 36 ky obliquity 

cycles (Huang et al., 2010) and the Late Permian Wujiaping-Dalong Formations had a 34 

ky obliquity cycle (Wu et al., 2013), which indicate 23 h and 22 h days, respectively. 
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This is consistent with the tidal dissipation model that was adopted for the La2004 

astronomical solution proposed by Laskar et al. (2004).  

 

Geologic Setting and Lithology 

 

 The 32-meter section that comprises the Kellwasser Crisis Interval at Walnut 

Creek in the Appalachian Basin of the United States represents a deep marine 

environment within the Late Devonian period (McGhee, 2013). The Appalachian Basin is 

a foreland basin that formed as a result of crustal loading to the east during the Acadian 

Orogeny, and extends from New York state to Alabama and Mississippi (Over, 2002). 

The Acadian orogenic event is the result of the collision of North America with one or 

more landmasses, and was accompanied by volcanism, plutonism, large-scale 

deformation, and both regional and contact metamorphism (Ver Straeten, 2010).  

The Kellwasser Interval occurs within the Hanover Shale of the Java Group, and 

consists of interbedded black and grey shales, with intermittent carbonates (Figure 1). 

These sediments, eroded from the nearby Acadian mountains, indicate a deep-water 

environment in a marine pro-delta setting and the intermittent development of an anoxic 

substrate with organic-rich laminated strata (Baird et al., 2006). The black and grey 

shales indicate strong cyclicity through the section, and changes in magnetic 

susceptibility are used to investigate this cycling, with the prospect for detecting Late 

Frasnian Milankovitch cycles.  
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Magnetic susceptibility (MS) is a measure of the material response to an applied 

magnetic field, which depends on the magnetic mineralogical composition of the rock 

and the proportion of each mineral present (Crick et al., 2002). Changes in MS along a 

stratigraphic section are representative of changes in depositional setting and/or changes 

in the magnetic mineralogy of the influxing sediments (Da Silva and Boulvain, 2006; 

Kodama and Hinnov, 2015).  

 

Glacial activity in the Late Devonian 

 

 Evidence of glacial activity in the Late Devonian can be found in the form of 

diamictites and dropstone-bearing laminated mudstones throughout Euramerica 

(Laurentia) (Isbelle et al., 2003; McGhee, 2014). This short period of glacial activity, 

referred to as Glacial I, occurs from Late Devonian to Early Carboniferous (Frasnian to 

Tournaisian) (Isbell et al., 2003). Given their geographically small scale and limited 

extent, Glacial I deposits are interpreted to have accumulated at the termini of alpine 

glaciers, and no strong evidence of ice sheet presence or volume has been documented 

(Isbelle et al., 2003). No physical evidence of Glacial I has been found at Walnut Creek, 

likely due to its southern subtropical location during this time. 

 While boreal forests were flourishing during the warm, high CO2 conditions of 

the Late Devonian, they were likely not the primary cause for the CO2 drawdown and 

global cooling seen during this period (McGhee, 2012). Vegetation was estimated to be 

responsible for about 20% of the Earth’s atmospheric carbon drawdown, while 
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continental weathering is attributed to the drawdown of nearly 80% of Earth’s 

atmospheric carbon (McGhee, 2012). As a result, vegetation’s role in in climate 

modulation lies primarily in its ability to alter the snow albedo feedback (Horton et al., 

2010). Sparsely forested canopies create necessary shade for snow or ice-covered ground, 

reducing snowmelt through less shortwave radiation exposure (Liakka et al., 2014). This 

is particularly important for glacial inception (Liakka et al., 2014). However, densely 

forested canopies reflect less shortwave radiation than ice and can result in warmer local 

temperatures and snow or ice melt (Liakka et al., 2014). Therefore, the advance and 

retreat of vegetated areas is considered an amplifier of ice response to orbitally-driven 

insolation changes (Horton et al., 2012).  

 

Previous Research 

 

The first to document a link between oceanic anoxia, transgression, and the mass 

extinction at the Frasnian-Famennian boundary was Johnson et al. (1985). Bond and 

Wignall (2008) later discussed the Kellwasser Events and their role with respect to the 

larger, final Frasnian-Famennian extinction event, and addressed the longstanding 

uncertainty of timing between sea level changes, global ocean anoxia, and their recorded 

lithology.  

Both Kellwasser Extinction Events are attributed to a global occurrence of anoxic 

marine environments associated with Transgressive-Regressive Cycle IId (T-R Cycle 

IId). This is recognized globally by the appearance of two black shale beds referred to as 
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the Lower and Upper Kellwasser Horizons that represent the rapid flooding of shallow 

carbonate platforms separated by a short period of sea level regression (Bond and 

Wignall, 2008).  

While changes in sea-level figure into nearly all extinction scenarios for the 

Kellwasser Events, the favored mechanism is the associated spread of anoxic water 

(Bond and Wignall, 2008). In the transgression-anoxia extinction model, sea level rise is 

thought to trigger upwelling that brings CO2 and SO2-enriched waters up from the below 

the carbonate compensation depth and into the epeiric seas (such as the Appalachian 

Basin). This results in an environment that is depleted in oxygen leading to the extinction 

of marine organisms - particularly shallow water communities (Bond and Wignall, 2008). 

Analysis of the distribution of anoxic waters during this period shows that they were best 

developed in the interiors of epicontinental basins, and then expanded during 

transgressive episodes like those seen during the Kellwasser Events (Bond and Wignall, 

2008).  

The original study by Johnson et al. (1985) contains conflicting ages for the 

second transgression. This has thus created confusion among subsequent studies as to 

where T-R cycle appears within the strata as regards the Kellwasser horizons and 

overlying Frasnian-Famennian boundary. This discrepancy must be taken into account 

when referencing papers that cite Johnson et al. (1985).   

 Van Tassell (1987) was the first to remark on the presence of cyclicity within the 

Catskill Delta deposits of Virginia and West Virginia and their potential relation to 

astronomical cycles. He noted that there was a consistent trend in both grain-size and 
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bed-thickness in shallow marine and nearshore sequences that suggested these deposits 

were reflections of eustatic sea level changes rather than changing depositional patterns 

(Van Tassell, 1987). Repeated sedimentary cycles were recognized, and then correlated 

to 100 kyr periods- suggesting that the Late Devonian Catskill Delta sedimentary cycles 

were produced by superimposed, orbitally-driven, sea level fluctuations coupled with 

gradual subsidence of the basin (Van Tassell, 1987).  

 This link between sedimentary cycles, Earth’s orbital perturbations, climate 

variations, and sea-level fluctuations was compounded on in a later paper by Van Tassel 

in 1994. With the addition of Catskill Delta basin deposits found in New York, both sixth 

order cycles (100 kyr) and fifth order (400 kyr) cycles were identified (Van Tassell, 

1994). Ultimately, he found this to be evidence that sediment input variations related to 

climatic changes triggered by orbital forcing played a significant role in the deposition 

sediments in the Catskill Delta along with lateral facies shifting, eustatic sea level 

changes, and tectonism (Van Tassell, 1994). He also suggested that these cycles can be 

regionally correlated as they occur in a wide range of depositional environments (Van 

Tassell, 1994).  

The first to use the magnetic susceptibility proxy to characterize the stratigraphy 

of the Frasnian-Famennian boundary and surrounding units that include the Kellwasser 

horizons were Crick et al. (2002). They collected magnetic susceptibility data from 

numerous locations (France, Germany, Belgium, Morocco, and Oklahoma) and searched 

for common patterns among the data. They designated “magnetozones” based on 

interpreted climate forcing mechanisms that allowed them to correlate the magnetic 
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susceptibility among the sections. However, the sampling resolution of the measurements 

was too low to allow for sophisticated assessment of Milankovitch forcing. 

De Vleeschouwer et al. (2012) set the groundwork for using magnetic 

susceptibility as a crucial tool for astrochronologic analysis with their work on Late 

Devonian strata in western Alberta, Canada. In their analysis of MS series, long-term 

trends were first removed, and the data were interpolated to create a uniform spacing 

between sample points. Then, the data were analyzed via spectral analysis, and subjected 

to bandpass filters to observe specific ranges of frequencies relevant to Milankovitch 

cycles (De Vleeschouwer et al., 2012).  

The results revealed the presence of several persistent periodicities throughout the 

Frasnian stage.  Once corrected for variable sedimentation rates, Milankovitch cycles 

could be recognized throughout the section. De Vleeschouwer et al. (2014) used this to 

emphasize the importance of understanding how changes in sedimentation rate can be 

responsible for distortions of astronomical signals in sedimentary records.  

De Vleeschouwer et al. (2014) also discussed the interplay between climate and 

detrital inputs revealed by magnetic susceptibility - linking Milankovitch cycles to 

“…climatic factors controlling the detrital inputs to marine basins (i.e., wind and 

precipitation) and/or of carbonate productivity, both of which affect the magnetic 

susceptibility signal” (De Vleeschouwer et al., 2014). This reiterates previous studies 

such as Crick et al. (2002) that argued for magnetic susceptibility as an excellent tool for 

cyclostratigraphic analysis of Paleozoic strata.  
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By means of this analysis 16 ± 1 405 kyr-long eccentricity cycles were recognized 

and led to an estimate of 6.5 ± 0.4 myr for the duration of the Frasnian stage, and was 

used to recalibrate the Frasnian-Famennian boundary to 376.7 ± 3.0 Ma (De 

Vleeschouwer et al., 2014).  

 Improvements have been recently made to the Devonian timescale by De 

Vleeschouwer and Parnell (2014) using astrochronologic data to constrain preexisting U-

Pb radioisotope dates. In building the geologic time scale, typically boundary ages are 

constructed based on age-depth models and interpolation. This approach is accompanied 

by large uncertainties, especially for the Devonian timescale. Using Devonian 

astrochronology by De Vleeschouwer et al. (2013a,b) and the Bchron R package (see 

description below in Methods), these uncertainties can be reduced significantly.  

De Vleeschouwer and Parnell (2014) used astrochronological constraints derived 

from Frasnian magnetic susceptibility stratigraphic series from western Alberta, Canada, 

for which they interpreted 16.5 long (405 kyr) orbital eccentricity cycles. These cycles 

were used to estimate the duration of the Frasnian stage as 6.7 ± 0.6 m.y. (De 

Vleeschouwer et al., 2013b). A similar study of the Givetian stage in Belgium found that 

the stage contained 10.75 405 kyr orbital eccentricity cycles, i.e., 4.35 ± 0.5 m.y. (De 

Vleeschouwer et al., 2013a). Only those simulated Bchron chronologies consistent with 

these astrochronologic durations for the Givetian and Frasnian were retained for the 

Bayesian modeling. This method of using astrochronology as a second geochronometer 

reduced the uncertainties of the Frasnian-Famennian boundary by 44%, the Givetian-
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Frasnian boundary by 51%, and the Eifelian-Givetian boundary by 37% (De 

Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 2014).  
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DATA 

 

 

 

Biostratigraphy 

 

Klapper (1989) defined 13 Frasnian conodont zones (FZ zones) within the Late 

Devonian based on their first appearances in the carbonate strata of southern France. This 

zonation has been recognized globally and refined through graphical correlation. The 

lower Famennian conodont zonation scheme proposed by Ziegler (1962) is based on the 

first appearance of the Palmatolepis species.  

Two notable species of conodonts, Ancryodella buckeyensis and Palmatolepis 

winchelli, were recovered from within the measured section and are characteristic of the 

uppermost Frasnian zones 12 and 13. This indicates that the Pipe Creek member is within 

the uppermost part of FZ 12 and lower FZ 13, while the rest of the Hanover is firmly 

within FZ 13. Palmatolepis triangularis was not present within the sampled section, and 

marks the beginning of the overlying triangularis zone (Over, 1997). 

 

The Hanover Shale  
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Both the Lower Kellwasser Event (LKE) and Upper Kellwasser Event (UKE) are 

globally correlatable black shale beds that represent anoxic conditions that occurred 

within the Appalachian basin (Over, 2002). The Kellwasser Interval within this basin 

occurs primarily within the Hanover shale of the Java group, and occurs shortly before 

the Frasnian-Famennian (F/F) boundary. It overlays the Pipe Creek shale, and is overlain 

by the Dunkirk Formation. These sediments were deposited in the Late Frasnian and are 

indicate indicative of a prodelta environment within the Catskill delta (Figure 3) (Baird et 

al., 2006). This location serves as a record of climate-driven fluvial intensity, as 

terrigenous sediments are deposited by streams into a deltaic environment (Kodama et al., 

2010).  In between the two Kellwasser horizons at Walnut Creek are a series of laminated 

black and grey shales, with an occasional limestone bed present as well. The visible 

cyclicity with which these shales were deposited suggests that Earth’s astronomical 

parameters may be recorded within the section.  

 

The Magnetic Susceptibility Proxy 

 

Magnetic susceptibility (MS) is a bulk measurement of the concentration of 

ferromagnetic, diamagnetic, and paramagnetic minerals in a sample, which can make 

climate interpretations of MS series complicated (Kodama et al., 2010). The MS signal in 

marine sedimentary rocks is carried by detrital minerals (primarily ferromagnetic and 

paramagnetic minerals) that are contributed by continental sources related to eustatic, 

climatic, and tectonic variations (da Silva and Boulvain, 2006). While no studies of the 
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section at Walnut Creek have yet been done to identify the principal magnetic minerals, 

its location in a prodelta environment, with low incidence of carbonate lithologies, 

indicates that diamagnetic minerals (such as calcite) make only minor contributions. The 

most likely magnetic minerals in this pro-delta deposit are magnetite and hematite, based 

on studies of other ancient pro-delta MS signals (e.g., Kodama et al., 2010). 

 MS is a measure of the material response to an applied magnetic field, which 

depends on the mineralogical composition of the rock and the proportion of each mineral 

present (Crick et al., 2002). In magnetic susceptibility, what is measured is an induced 

magnetization, rather than a residual magnetization (da Silva and Boulvain, 2006).  

The MS signal in marine sedimentary rocks is primarily due to detrital minerals 

that are contributed from the weathering of continental materials (da Silva and Boulvain, 

2006).  This weathering is associated with eustatic, climatic, and tectonic variations 

(Ellwood et al., 2000). MS values typically increase during a sea level drop, and decrease 

during a sea level rise (da Silva and Boulvain, 2006). However, changes in MS values 

can also be attributed to climatic variations like changes in rainfall or the presence of ice 

sheets, or changes in continental source material.  
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METHODS 

 

 

 

Data Collection at Walnut Creek 

 

Sample collection and processing was done between June and August of 2014 at the 

State University of New York (SUNY) at Geneseo. Lithologic samples averaging 30 g were 

collected at 5 cm intervals from 32 m of strata exposed along Walnut Creek at 42 30 46.3 N, 

79 10 21.1 W. The 639 collected samples were taken to SUNY Geneseo, dried in an oven 

overnight at 50°C, weighed, and analyzed for bulk-mass magnetic susceptibility using a 

MFK 1-A Multi-Function Kappabridge by AGICO. Each sample was measured three times 

and mass-normalized, and the results were averaged to create the MS series. 

 

Signal Processing 

 

The first step to prepare a data series for time series analysis involves 

interpolation. Linear interpolation fits a straight line through existing data points that are 

adjacent to each other to create a uniformly sampled series.  Matlab function interp1.m is 

used for this step. 
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The second step in pre-processing the series is fitting curves, e.g., through the use 

of LOESS smoothing, and removing these curves from the series. This is a process called 

“pre-whitening”, which removes low, irregular (“red”) frequencies that mask higher 

frequencies (Meyers, 2012). Matlab’s function smooth.m with the LOESS option is used 

in this step. The name "LOESS" stands for “LOcal regrESSion” and uses locally 

weighted linear regression to smooth data through a quadratic polynomial. This method is 

based on a moving window that is advanced incrementally through the time series. The 

data are smoothed locally (i.e., within the window) with the polynomial fit weighted with 

a function that rejects outliers (https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/smoothing-

data.html). 

 

Spectral analysis  

 

Multiple-Taper Power Spectrum 

 

The MS data are analyzed using multiple prolate taper spectral analysis with 

classicredpad.m (which uses Matlab’s pmtm.m) and the astrochron R package (Meyers, 

2014). This analysis utilizes a Fourier transform-based estimate of the power spectrum 

that is tapered by a set of “discrete prolate spheroidal sequences” (Thomson, 1982).  

Stratigraphic series are recorded in terms of stratigraphic height as a proxy for time. 

Power spectra computed from stratigraphic series are in terms of spatial frequency, e.g., 

“cycles/meter”. The spatial frequency is also the inverse of the wavelength or thickness 

https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/smoothing-data.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/curvefit/smoothing-data.html
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of a cycle. A frequency is in units of cycles/time-unit, and the period is the inverse of the 

frequency. For example, a 10 meter thick stratigraphic cycle has a frequency of 1/(10 m) 

= 0.1 cycles/m; the corresponding wavelength is 1/frequency, or 1/(0.1 cycles/m)  = 10 

m.  For time frequency, the relevant units are typically 1/ ky or 1/m.y, with their inverses 

for periodicity. 

There are limits on what frequencies can be detected in a time limited, discretely 

sampled series. This limiting factor is determined by the sample rate (Δt) and the length 

of the time series T. The lowest frequency that can be detected (Rayleigh frequency) is 

(1/T), while the highest frequency (Nyquist frequency) is (1/(2Δt)).  

The presence of Milankovitch-scale cyclicity is manifested as elevated power at 

specific frequencies or, in terms of their inverses, periodicities as indicated in Figure 2. 

 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Spectrogram 

 

The FFT spectrogram is calculated by application of the unsmoothed FFT on a 

moving window that progresses through the stratigraphic or time series (Kodama and 

Hinnov, 2015).  FFT spectrograms help determine the relative strengths and persistence 

of frequencies as a function of stratigraphic height or time. They also allow for 

recognition of hiatuses and changes in sedimentation rate, which have clear, systematic 

manifestations in the frequency domain (Meyers and Sageman, 2004). The most common 

cause of instabilities or shifts in spatial frequencies in stratigraphic series are due to 

changes in sedimentation rate (Meyers et al., 2001). 
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Hypothesis Testing and Confidence Levels 

 

Hypothesis testing draws inferences about a series of data based on statistical 

evidence. A null hypothesis is an assertion about the data that will be tested - in this case, 

the presence of Milankovitch cyclicity within the data set. The results of hypothesis 

testing are represented with respect to statistical confidence intervals, which represent the 

estimated range of values that contain the true value of a parameter (Meyers, 2012). 

Wider confidence intervals represent poor estimates, while narrow intervals represent 

better estimates. If a value determined by a null hypothesis lies outside the confidence 

interval for a parameter, then the null hypothesis is rejected (Meyers, 2012).  

Spectrum confidence intervals are set by the degrees of freedom  for multitaper 

power spectra. The value of  is determined by the user-defined “time-bandwidth 

product” c0 (Thomson, 2009).  For example, for 2 multitaper spectral analysis, the time-

bandwidth product is c0 = 2, K = 2c0 – 2 = 3, and = 2K - 2 = 6 – 2 = 4. (For 4 

multitaper spectral analysis, c0 = 4.) Spectral estimates follow a -squared distribution 

with  degrees of freedom for which one-sided 85%, 90%, 95%, 99% or other confidence 

levels can be identified from look-up tables or by integrating the -squared distribution to 

the desired percentage of the total distribution.  The script classicredpad.m used in this 

study performs the integration, and records the confidence levels in terms of the null 

model (see next) rather than on the spectrum. 
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Autoregressive Red Noise “Null” Model 

 

In natural data, random variance needs to be distinguished from non-random 

signal. To distinguish noise from signal, a “null” hypothesis must be tested (Kodama and 

Hinnov, 2015). In cyclostratigraphic applications, for the null hypothesis, the data are 

assumed to be a result of random processes or noise, while in the alternative hypothesis, 

the data represent nonrandom processes or signal. A “test statistic” is used to assess the 

validity of the null hypothesis; in this case the power spectrum serves as the test statistic 

(Hinnov et al., 2016). Here the red noise null model is modeled by an autoregressive 

order one (AR1) model (e.g., Equations 1 and 2 of Meyers, 2012). When compared to a 

confidence level (CL) (see Hypothesis Testing and Confidence Levels above), if a 

spectral power peak exceeds the CL, the null hypothesis is rejected and the alternative 

hypothesis (the presence of significant frequencies) is accepted.   

 

F-ratio Test for Harmonic Lines 

 

The prolate multitaper harmonic F-ratio test “is designed to test for phase-

coherent sinusoids in white or colored noise” (Meyers, 2012). This test assesses whether 

the power at a given frequency can be attributed to a single component or not. The power 

of a frequency at the center of averaging bandwidth W = 2c0/T is compared to the 

residual power across the band; this ratio of power, i.e., variance, has an F-distribution of 

2 and -2 degrees of freedom. (Thomson, 2009). To determine significance of the ratio 
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with respect to zero (i.e., significantly different from zero), the F-distribution is integrated 

from 0 to the F-ratio value. This F-ratio test is repeated for all frequencies in a spectrum. 

(For determination of , see Hypothesis Testing and Confidence Levels above.) In 

astrochron, the function eha involves an additional “data adaptive weighting” is 

performed to obtain (f), which down-weights degrees of freedom at frequencies where 

power is relatively low (Thomson, 1982). In this study, an F test has detected a 

significant harmonic line if the 90% significance level has been exceeded. 

 

The Average Spectral Misfit (ASM) Method 

 

The average spectral misfit (ASM) method represents the average distance 

between theoretical astronomical frequencies (in cycles/kyr) and observed stratigraphic 

frequencies (in cycles/meter converted to cycles/kyr by an assumed sedimentation rate) 

(Meyers and Sageman, 2007). 

The method is performed as follows: A set of observed stratigraphic frequencies 

is determined by the multi-taper harmonic F-test for significant harmonic lines. This set 

of frequencies is converted to cycles/kyr for a range of test sedimentation rates. For each 

sedimentation rate test, the ASM statistic is calculated as the sum of the differences 

between observed and theoretical astronomical frequencies. Monte Carlo simulations, or 

randomized simulations, are then performed by randomizing the observed set of 

frequencies, i.e., preserve the total number of frequencies but randomize their values 

within the frequency resolution of the stratigraphic series. These Monte Carlo simulations 
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are then assessed to see how many of them produce an identical (and low) ASM value as 

the observed frequencies. If only a small percentage have the same ASM value, then the 

null hypothesis of no astronomical influence in the stratigraphic series can be rejected.  

The MS stratigraphic series is imported into R to apply the ASM method provided in 

the astrochron R package (Meyers, 2014) to determine the most likely sedimentation rate 

for the Kellwasser Interval section at Walnut Creek at 370 Ma.  The set of theoretical 

astronomical frequencies for the target are set as follows: 1/405, 1/128, 1/95, 1/34.4, 

1/21.3, 1/20.2, 1/17.38, and 1/17.5 cycles/kyr (Waltham, 2015; online Milankovitch 

calculator set to 370 Ma: http://davidwaltham.com/wp-

content/uploads/2014/01/Milankovitch.html ). 

 

Bayesian modeling of the Devonian Time Scale with Bchron 

 

The 2012 Geologic Time Scale relies on very limited number (18) of radioisotopic 

ages for the Devonian Period (Table 1). The Bchron R package, which uses a Bayesian 

approach (Parnell et al., 2008), was recently exploited by Devleeschouwer and Parnell 

(2014) to estimate a new Devonian time scale. Numerical ages (e.g., the U-Pb 

radioisotope ages) for the Devonian have uncertainties that are used to develop multiple 

Markov Chain Monte Carlo simulations of the Devonian time scale (De Vleeschouwer 

and Parnell, 2014). By setting and enforcing restrictions with predetermined constraints, 

only those models that satisfy these constraints are retained for the final estimate of the 

time scale. With the addition of astrochronologic constraints obtained in this study, the 
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uncertainties at Devonian stage boundaries should be significantly reduced. In sum, the 

astrochronology estimated at Walnut Creek will be added as a constraint to the Devonian 

time scale using Bchron, with the goal to further reduce the uncertainties of the time scale 

at the Frasnian-Famennian stage boundary.  
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RESULTS 

 

 

 

Signal Processing 

 

Cleaning and Linear Interpolation 

 

In the series, there were two instances of repeated depths. These depths were 

sampled twice in the field because of visually noteworthy features such as thin bedding 

that was less than the sampling interval. In the MS measuring process, it was later noted 

that these samples had no notable differences in their MS signal as compared to their 

neighbors, and so these two data points (points 562 and 582) were deleted from the 

series. The elimination of these points has no effect on later analyses. The series was then 

interpolated to a sampling rate of d = 0.05 m, and a visual interpretation of the series 

was conducted based on MS peaks and lithology within the section (Figure 4). From this 

interpretation it was concluded that the series would have 10 m, 2 to 3 m, 1 m, and 0.5 m 

cycles that correspond to the long and short eccentricity (10 and 2 to 3), the obliquity (1 

m) and precession (0.5 m) cycles.  
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LOESS Curves and Pre-Whitening  

 

The MS series was smoothed and prewhitened by subtracting a LOESS-smoothed 

curve (Figure 5). This pre-whitening reduces the masking that red noise imposes on 

higher frequencies in the MS series. The removal of these irregular low frequencies 

allows high frequency cycles to become clearer and apparent within the data. It was 

determined that the 10 m-windowed LOESS curve was most appropriate to use for the 

rest of the series analysis and was applied to the initial MS data. The resulting series 

(Figure 6), best captures the MS series without disturbing potential Milankovitch-band 

variations.   

 

Spectral Analysis 

 

Multi-Taper Power Spectrum and FFT Spectrogram 

 

The 2 multitaper power spectrum of the 10 m LOESS pre-whitened MS series 

shows prominent spectral peaks at wavelengths of 5.0, 2.0, 1.0, 0.57, 0.50, and 0.48 m 

(Figure 7A). These wavelengths roughly correlate to the predicted thicknesses of the 

visual interpretation of the MS series shown in Figure 4.  

In the FFT spectrogram (Figure 7B), these spectral peaks appear at the same 

frequencies as in the power spectrum but with varying power through the series. The 5.0 

and 2.0 m cycles are prominent throughout the series, but the shorter cycles (1.0, 0.57, 
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0.50, and 0.48 m) are more variable. The 1.0 m cycle has strong power in the top half of 

the series, roughly 0 to 20 m, but is much weaker in the lower part of the series, 20 to 32 

m, where the three shortest cycles (0.57, 0.50, and 0.48) are the strongest.  

 Furthermore, the cycles, particularly the smaller cycles, experience noticeable 

deviations. For instance, the 2.0 m cycle at the 10 m level appears to shift between 2.0 m 

and 1.0 m. This is likely due to shifts in sedimentation rate that can be resolved through 

the application of tuning (see Spectral Analysis of the Obliquity-Tuned Series below) . 

 

Hypothesis Testing- Red Noise Model and Harmonic Line Test 

 

The 2 multitaper power spectrum of the MS stratigraphic series without pre-

whitening calculated using astrochron in R (Meyers, 2014) shows a clustering of strong 

spectral peaks in the 0 to 0.5 cycles/m range (Figure 8). An AR1 red noise model shows 

that these frequencies, among others, appear with high confidence levels.   A harmonic F-

test of the series identifies 25 significant frequencies between 0 and 4 cycles/m at a 90% 

confidence level (Figure 9), (Table 2), which are used for ASM modeling of the MS 

series described next.  

 

ASM Modeling 

 

 Using the 25 significant frequencies found through hypothesis testing, ASM 

modeling of the series can be done. The found frequencies were compared to the target 
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astronomical frequencies expected in the series. These targets included three precession 

index frequencies and one main obliquity frequency (21.3 ky, 20.2 ky, 17.38 ky, and 34.4 

ky respectively) at 370 Ma (Waltham, 2015) and three orbital eccentricity frequencies (95 

ky, 128 ky, and 405 ky) from Laskar et al. (2004).  

 ASM modeling uses Monte Carlo simulations, so the analysis was run multiple 

times for a range of results (Figure 10). Optimal sedimentation rates of 3.001836, 

3.072113, and 3.144035, cm/ka were obtained, with an average sedimentation rate of 

3.07266133 cm/ka. This equates to a 951.2 kyr duration for the Kellwasser Crisis.  

 

Spectral Analysis of the Obliquity-Tuned Series 

 

 A tuned series was creating using the time duration of the interval as found by the 

ASM model and visual interpretation of obliquity cycles through the MS series (Table 3) 

(Figure 11). Changes in sedimentation rate throughout the series can then be visually 

examined and evaluated. While the series has small variations in sedimentation rate 

between depths of 9 m and 31 m, a large shift in sedimentation rate occurs between 

depths of 2 m and 6 m. When examined alongside Figure 7, it becomes more apparent 

that the change in frequency at the top of the section in the FFT spectrogram is associated 

with a change to more unstable sedimentation rates. This obliquity cycle-tuned MS series 

can then be analyzed in Matlab as was the untuned MS series.  

A 2 multitaper power spectrum of the pre-whitened and tuned MS series 

resolves the spectral peaks in the time domain. Peaks previously found at 5.0 and 2.0 
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m/cycle correlate to 125 and 100 cycles/kyr respectively, representing the short 

eccentricity cycle (Figure 12). The peak at 1.0 m/cycle correlates to tuned 34.4 

cycles/kyr, representing the Late Devonian obliquity, and the 0.57, 0.50, and 0.48 

cycles/m correlate to the 17 and 15.7 cycles/kyr precession cycles. The third precession 

cycle (0.48 cycles/m) found in the untuned series does not appear in the tuned series.  

In the tuned FFT spectrogram, these cycles are more “linear”, without the 

deviations of the untuned FFT spectrogram. The shift in the dominant cycle is also more 

apparent in the tuned series at roughly the 300 to 400 ky mark. This indicates that the 

upper half of the section was obliquity-forced, while the lower half of the section was 

dominantly precession-forced.   
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DISCUSSION 

 

 

 

Late Devonian Precession and Lunar Evolution  

 

In the Late Devonian, orbital eccentricity cycles are expected to have periodicities 

comparable to those modeled for the present-day (405 ky, 124 ky and 95 ky) (Berger and 

Loutre, 1994). Due to a faster Devonian Earth rotation rate, obliquity and precession 

index cycles are expected to be shorter: 34.4±3.4 ky (main obliquity) and 21.3±1.3 ky 

(P1), 20.2±1.2 ky (P2), 17.38±0.89 ky (P3) (online Milankovitch calculator set to 370 

Ma; Waltham, 2015).  

The shorter precession and obliquity rates are largely due to Moon’s recession from 

the Earth over time due to tidal dissipation and deceleration of the Earth’s rotation rate 

(Berger et al., 1992; Berger and Loutre, 1994). Tidal dissipation occurs as the Moon pulls 

on Earth’s seas, and the tidal bulge is carried ahead of the Moon by Earth’s rotation 

(Waltham, 2015). The resulting friction slows earth’s rotation, and this overall slowing 

increases the separation of the Earth and Moon over time (Waltham, 2015). Together, this 

reduces the rate at which the Earth’s axis precesses, which is specified by the precession 

constant k (Waltham, 2015).  
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 Evidence of lunar recession can be found in fossil corals, bivalves, and 

stromatolites, all of which record astronomical cycles in their growth rhythms (Berger 

and Loutre, 1994). Presently, the lunar orbit and rotation of the Earth have been 

monitored by lunar laser ranging (Waltham, 2015). The measured Earth-Moon distance is 

384,000 km (Berger and Loutre, 1994; Waltham, 2015) while the lunar recession rate is 

measured as 3.16 cm/yr (Berger and Loutre, 1994). In the past, the Earth-Moon distance 

in the past was is estimated to be much less (30 thousand km at 4.5 Ga) and the lunar 

recession rate only 1.36 cm/yr (Waltham, 2015). For this study, the Earth-Moon distance 

was 370,000 km and the day was 22.64 hours long, and expected cycles were 34.4±3.4 ky 

(obliquity) and 21.3±1.3 ky (P1), 20.2±1.2 ky (P2), 17.38±0.89 ky (P3) (Precession) 

(Waltham, 2015).  

 

Glacial Signature in the Walnut Creek Kellwasser Crisis 

 

 Figure 12 shows a shift in the dominant orbital periodicity during the Kellwasser 

Crisis from precession to obliquity-forced responses. This shift may signal the onset of 

ice growth during Glacial I on southern (high latitude) Gondwana (Isbell et al., 2003). 

This is reminiscent of a similar shift from precession to obliquity cycling observed in 

early Pleistocene glacial climate change inferred from North Atlantic oxygen isotope 

records (Ruddiman et al., 1986).  

Earth system modeling implicates high latitude summer insolation coupled with land 

vegetation feedbacks as a source for obliquity-paced glaciations in the Northern 
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Hemisphere (Tabor et al., 2015). An analogous situation may have applied to the Late 

Frasnian Southern Hemisphere, with recently evolved boreal forests providing the 

feedbacks necessary to amplify high latitude obliquity forcing of ice sheets (cf. 

Carboniferous glaciation model of Horton et al., 2010).   

Late Devonian climate modeling by De Vleeschouwer et al. (2013) suggests that an 

orbital eccentricity minimum occurs during the Kellwasser Crisis, when obliquity forcing 

rises to dominance in the insolation temporarily (for approximately 400 ky), 

notwithstanding the presence of glaciation. An orbital eccentricity minimum in the 

presence of high latitude glaciation may further amplify an obliquity-forced response of 

the latter. 

De Vleeschouwer et al. (2012) reported periodicities throughout the Frasnian 

corresponding to orbital eccentricity, obliquity, and precession. While they found strong 

eccentricity cycles, a shift from precession to obliquity cycling in the late Frasnian was 

not observed.  

 

New Controls on the Bayesian Devonian Time Scale 

 

The inclusion of the 951.2 kyr Kellwasser crisis constraint in De Vleeschouwer 

and Parnell’s 2014 Bayesian modeling of the Devonian timescale significantly reduces 

the age uncertainties for the early Famennian, Frasnian, and Givetian stage boundaries 

(Figure 13) (Table 4). This result demonstrates the need for developing a new model for 

the entire geologic time scale, and supports the application of Bchron for this purpose.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

 

 Magnetic susceptibility measurements taken from the Late Frasnian (“Kellwasser 

Crisis”) sedimentary section at Walnut Creek, New York have provided a high-quality 

cyclostratigraphic record of Milankovitch cycles in the northern Appalachian Basin. The 

main results are: 

 

• Analysis and modeling indicate a 951.2 kyr duration for the Kellwasser 

Crisis, and a record of a shift from precession to obliquity forced 

paleoclimate from lower to upper Kellwasser horizons.  

• Objective ASM testing identifies a 3.0726 cm/kyr sedimentation rate to 

calibrate the cyclostratigraphy to a theoretical Milankovitch model 

proposed for 370 Ma with a 22.64-hour length-of-day. 

• The shift from precession to dominant obliquity forcing mid-way 

between the Lower and Upper Kellwasser events suggests onset of high 

latitude glaciation during the Kellwasser Crisis.  

• Addition of the Walnut Creek astrochronology as a constraint in 

Bayesian modeling of the Devonian time scale reduces age uncertainties 
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for the early Famennian, Frasnian, and Givetian stage boundaries by 

more than 50%. 
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APPENDICES 

 

 

 

1. MATLAB™ 

1.1 Pre-processing and Spectral Analysis  

 

%Comments are in Green and preceded by “%”, commands are preceded by “>” 

%Import MSR.csv as a numerical matrix, plot series  

>figure; plot(MSR(:,1),MSR(:,2)); 

>msrflip=flipud(MSR); 

>diffd=diff(msrflip(:,1)); 

>msrclean=msrflip; 

 

%Points 562 and 582 were deleted from msrclean manually; analyze sample rate of cleaned data 

>diffdclean=diff(msrclean(:,1)); 

 

 %Interpolate clean series 

>dint=0.05; 

>len=length(msrclean); 

>depthint=msrclean(1,1):dint:msrclean(len,1); 

>depthint=depthint'; 

>msrint=interp1(msrclean(:,1),msrclean(:,2),depthint); 

 

%Plot 5 and 10 m LOESS curves on MS series 

>span5=5/dint; 

>span10=10/dint; 

>msrloess5=smooth(msrint,span5,'loess'); 

>msrloess10=smooth(msrint,span10,'loess'); 

>figure;plot(depthint,msrint);hold all; plot(depthint,msrloess5);hold all;plot(depthint,msrloess10); 

 

%Prewhiten data by subtracting 10 m loess curve 

>msrintres10=msrint-msrloess10; 

>figure;plot(depthint,msrintres10); 

 

%Compute 2pi MTM spectra for data 

>[pres10,wres10]=pmtm(msrintres10,2); 

>fres10=wres10/(2*pi*dint); 

 

%Compute (theoretical) red noise spectra for pre-whitened version of the data  
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%Point Matlab to Classicrednoise folder 

%Plot spectrum prewhitened by 10 m LOESS removal, with padding of 10 (npad=10) 

>nw=2.; 

>dt=0.05; 

>y=msrintres10 

>npad=10; 

>[pd,fd,rho,theored,tabtchi]=classicredpad(detrend(y),dt,nw,npad); 

>figure;plot(fd,pd);hold all;plot(fd,theored);hold all;plot(fd,tabtchi); 

  

%Compute an evolutionary FFT Spectrogram using evofft.m (exit Classicrednoise folder) 

%Note the Y axis needs to be reversed 

> msrintres10all=[depthint,msrintres10]; 

> s=evofft(msrintres10all,8.,dint,dint,0.,5.,'m'); 
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1.2 Obliquity Tuning   

%Load time picks from ‘agemodel.txt’ (Table 3); put depthtotime.m in working folder 

>load('agemodel.txt'); 

>[time,sr]=depthtotime(msrclean,agemodel); 

>msrcleantime=[time, msrclean(:,2)] 

>lent=length(time); 

>tint=1.5702; 

>timeint=time(1):tint:time(lent); 

>msrtimeint=interp1(time, msrclean(:,2), timeint); 

 

%Transpose to get vertical columns 

> timeint=timeint'; msrtimeint=msrtimeint'; 

 

%Average sedimentation rate (m/kyr) (leave off ';' in order to see value) 

> meansr=mean(sr) 

%meansr =  0.0335 

 

%Calculate 400 kyr loess curve and plot with data 

%Age model (Table 1); interpolate to tint=1.5702 kyr; meansr=0.0335 m/kyr   

> span400=400/tint; 

> msrtimeloess400=smooth(msrtimeint,span400, 'loess'); 

> figure;plot(timeint,msrtimeint);hold all; plot(timeint,msrtimeloess400); 

 

%Compute 2 pi multitaper spectra for the time series with (theoretical) red noise 

%Point Matlab to Classicredpad folder 

>msrtimeintm=msrtimeint-mean(msrtimeint); 

> msrtimeres400=msrtimeint-msrtimeloess400; 

> [ptime,wtime]=pmtm(msrtimeintm,2); 

> ftime=wtime/(2*pi*tint); 

 

>dt=1.5702; 

>y=msrcleantime(:,2); 

>nw=2.; 

>npad=10; 

 

%Plot 400 kyr loess spectrum 

>y=msrtimeres400all(:,2); 

>[pd,fd,rho,theored,tabtchi]=classicredpad(detrend(y),dt,nw,npad); 

>figure;plot(fd,pd);hold all;plot(fd,theored);hold all;plot(fd,tabtchi);  

 

%Compute evolutionary FFT spectrogram using evofftnew.m for 400 kyr LOESS 

> s=evofftnew(msrtimeres400all,250.,tint,tint,0.,0.15,'kyr'); 

 

%Save files to use in R

> csvwrite('msrclean.csv',msrclean); 

> csvwrite('msrcleantime.csv',msrcleantime); 
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2. Astrochron in R 

 #Comments in blue and preceded by “#”, commands are preceded by “>” 

 

Multitaper Harmonic Line F-test  

###For Astrochron in R (Rstudio) 

#Set working directory, open astrochron and associated packages in the library  

>setwd('directory') 

>library(astrochron) 

 

#Read in file (msrclean) and create a line plot (‘l’) 

> msrclean=read() 

> plot(msrclean,type='l') 

 

#Interpolate series to dint=0.05 

> dint=0.05 

> msrcleanint=linterp(msrclean,dint) 

 

#Read in obliquity tuning model msrcleantime.csv 

> msrcleantime=read() 

> plot(msrcleantime,type='l') 

 

#Interpolate to tint=1.5702 

> tint=1.5702 

> msrcleantimeint=linterp(msrcleantime,tint) 

 

#EHA of obliquity tuning model msrcleantimeint; get statistics of msrcleantimeint using ‘strats()’ 

command, create tuned FFT diagram 

> strats(msrcleantimeint) 

>eha(msrcleantimeint,tbw=2,pad=8192,fmin=0.,fmax=0.15,step=tint,win=250.,demean=T,detren

d=T, siglevel=0.90, sigID=F,ydir=1,output=0,pl=2,genplot=3,verbose=T) 

 

#ASM modeling with Late Devonian astronomical target frequencies  

>msrcleanmtm=mtm(msrcleanint,tbw=2,ntap=NULL,padfac=10,demean=T,detrend=F,siglevel=0

.9, ar1=T,output=0,CLpwr=T,xmin=0.,xmax=4.,pl=2,sigID=T,genplot=T,verbose=T) 

> msrcleanfreq=eha(msrcleanint, win=32.1, step=32.1, pad=8192, sigID=T,output=6) 
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2.2 Average Spectral Misfit (ASM) Modeling  

#Collect significant frequencies between 0 and 4 cycles/m for ASM analysis (Figures 8, 9), 

(Table 2) 

>freq=c(0.07080078, 0.18310547, 0.25390625, 0.31250000, 0.66894531, 0.80322266, 

0.91796875, 1.02539062, 1.14257812, 1.43798828, 1.50878906, 1.76757812, 1.86279297, 

1.92382812, 2.10693359, 2.29736328, 2.36328125, 2.43408203, 2.62939453, 2.70019531, 

2.76855469, 2.90039062, 3.19091797, 3.33984375, 3.63281250) 

 

#Target astronomical frequencies (cycles/kyr) at 370 Ma (Waltham, 2015)  

> target=c(1/405, 1/128, 1/95, 1/34.4, 1/21.3, 1/20.2, 1/17.38) 

> msrcleanasm=asm(freq, target, fper=NULL, rayleigh=1/(643*dint), nyquist=1/(2*dint), 

sedmin=0.1, sedmax=10, numsed=200,  linLog=1, iter=10000, output=F, genplot=T) 

 

 

#When the previous command is run, this warning will appear in the results (Figure 10, Model A 

used as an example):  

MODEL A 

----- PERFORMING AVERAGE SPECTRAL MISFIT ANALYSIS ----- 

 

**** WARNING: No uncertainty assigned to astronomical target frequencies. 

 

**** WARNING: Multiple minima detected, only lowest sedrate plotted. 

 

 * Analysis complete: 

    Optimal Sedimentation Rate (cm/ka) at = 3.001836  

    Ho-SL (%) = 0.01  

      or p-value = 1e-04  

    ASM (cycles/ka) = 0.0004366184  

    Number of Astronomical Terms Fit = 7  
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3. Bchron in R 

 

### Bchron (in R/RStudio) 

#If not already done, set working directory 

setwd('directory') 

 

##Load Table 3 into R as a .csv file. The headings must be included in this particular manner.  

Input=read.csv("Input_Devonian_Dates.csv",sep = ";",header=T) 

 

#Make bins for each Devonian stage- necessary for assigning durations to each stage later  

#Extra commands for Walnut creek Kellwasser constraints are highlighted in yellow to plot 

Figure 13 C 

#Highlighted text is additional Walnut Creek constraint- Removing highlighted text will result in 

plot Figure 13 A 

Input=Input[order(Input$depths),] 

duration_Lochkovian_T=c() 

duration_Pragian_T=c() 

duration_Emsian_T=c() 

duration_Eifelain_T=c() 

duration_Givetian_T=c() 

duration_Frasnian_T=c() 

duration_Kellwasser_T=c() 

duration_Famennian_T=c() 

DevChronOut_astro=c() 

 

#Beginning of loop to start Monte Carlo Chain 

for (j in 1:10) { 

DevChronOut = Bchronology(ages=Input$dates*1000, 

ageSds=Input$sds*1000, 

calCurves=rep('normal',18), 

positions=Input$depths*1000, 

positionThicknesses=Input$thickness*1000, 

ids=Input$ids, 

predictPositions=seq(356000,417000,by=100),iterations=10000) 

 

#Sets duration bins (where time can be allotted)  

duration_Lochkovian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,611]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,531] 

duration_Pragian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,531]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,501] 

duration_Emsian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,501]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,409] 

duration_Eifelain=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,409]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,361] 

duration_Givetian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,361]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,291] 

duration_Frasnian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,291]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,206] 

duration_Kellwasser=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,223]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,206] 

duration_Famennian=DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,206]-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,31] 

 

#Determine which chronology models are kept (Between “date_stage<lower time limit & stage> 

upper time limit”) 

keepFr=which(duration_Frasnian<7300 & duration_Frasnian>6100)  
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keepKe=which(duration_Kellwasser<900)  

keepGi=which(duration_Givetian<4850 & duration_Givetian>3850)  

keepPr=which(duration_Pragian<2300 & duration_Pragian>1100)  

keepLo=which(duration_Lochkovian<10500 & duration_Lochkovian>4900)  

index <- matrix(nrow=1,ncol=0) 

for (i in 1:length(DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,1])){ 

counter = 0 

if(length((intersect(i,keepFr)))==0) {counter=counter+1} 

if(length((intersect(i,keepGi)))==0) {counter=counter+1} 

if(length((intersect(i,keepPr)))==0) {counter=counter+1} 

if(length((intersect(i,keepLo)))==0) {counter=counter+1} 

if (counter<=0) {index=cbind(index,i)} 

} 

rhs <- paste("DevChronOut_astro_temp<-DevChronOut$thetaPredict[index,]", sep="") 

eval(parse(text=rhs)) 

DevChronOut_astro=rbind(DevChronOut_astro,DevChronOut_astro_temp) 

duration_Lochkovian_T=c(duration_Lochkovian_T,duration_Lochkovian) 

duration_Pragian_T=c(duration_Pragian_T,duration_Pragian) 

duration_Emsian_T=c(duration_Emsian_T,duration_Emsian) 

duration_Eifelain_T=c(duration_Eifelain_T,duration_Eifelain) 

duration_Givetian_T=c(duration_Givetian_T,duration_Givetian) 

duration_Frasnian_T=c(duration_Frasnian_T,duration_Frasnian) 

duration_Famennian_T=c(duration_Famennian_T,duration_Famennian) 

} 

 

DevChronPredict=matrix(nrow = 611, ncol = 3) 

DevChronPredict_astro=matrix(nrow = 611, ncol = 3) 

for (i in 1:611) { 

  DevChronPredict[i,]=quantile(DevChronOut$thetaPredict[,i],probs = c(0.5,0.025,0.975)) 

  DevChronPredict_astro[i,]=quantile(DevChronOut_astro[,i],probs = c(0.5,0.025,0.975)) 

} 

 

#To save the file:  

save(DevChronOut,DevChronOut_astro,Input,file = 'output.RData') 

 

#To plot radioisotopic ages only (Figure 13 A) 

dev.off() 

plot(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict[,3],lwd=2,col='black',main="Devonian 

Timescale - Radio-istopic ages only.",ylab='Age (ka)',xlab='Position in scale 

(ka)',las=1,type="l",ylim = c(425000,355000),xlim = c(417000,350000),) 

lines(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict[,2],lwd=2,col='black') 

polygon(c(DevChronOut$predictPositions, rev(DevChronOut$predictPositions)), 

c(DevChronPredict[,2], rev(DevChronPredict[,3])),col = rgb(200,200,200,maxColorValue = 

255), border = NA) 

lines(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict[,1],lwd=3) 

rect(420000, 428000, 417000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(230,245,225,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 
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rect(417000, 428000, 409000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,183,90,maxColorValue = 

255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(413000, 425500,'Lochkovian') 

rect(409000, 428000, 406000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,196,104,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(407500, 425500, 'Prag.') 

rect(406000, 428000, 396750, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,208,117,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(401000, 425500, 'Emsian') 

rect(396750, 428000, 392000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(241,213,118,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(394250, 425500, 'Eifelian') 

rect(392000, 428000, 385000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(241,255,133,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(388500, 425500, 'Givetian') 

rect(385000, 428000, 376250, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(242,237,173,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(380500, 425500, 'Frasnian') 

rect(376250, 428000, 359000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(242,237,197,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(368000, 425500, 'Famennian') 

rect(359000, 428000, 356000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(140,176,108,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(356000, 428000, 347000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(0,0,0,maxColorValue = 255), 

border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(416980,416000,417020,422400, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D0 

rect(413750,413310,414750,417650, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D1 

rect(408250,406800,413250,420000, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D2 

rect(405250,403300,408250,416500, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D3 

rect(404500,404280,405500,406600, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D4 

rect(402000,406590,403000,408910, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D5 

rect(396900,394460,397100,398640, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D6 

rect(394000,388720,395000,390440, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D7 

rect(395000,387890,396000,390530, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D8 

rect(380400,378330,380600,380670, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D9 

rect(377400,372140,377600,375220, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D10 

rect(365000,361830,368000,366330, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D13 

rect(365000,361910,368000,363830, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D14 

rect(362000,362210,364000,363830, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D15 

rect(361250,359770,364250,361370, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D16 

rect(360000,358830,360500,359670, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D18 

rect(357250,358290,357750,359130, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #Cb1 

rect(356250,358010,356750,358850, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #Cb2 

Lochkovian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),1]/

1000,digits = 2) 

Lochkovian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 
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Lochkovian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Pragian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),1]/1000

,digits = 2) 

Pragian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Pragian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Emsian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),1]/1000

,digits = 2) 

Emsian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Emsian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Eifelian_base=round(mean(c(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700)

,1]/1000,DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1]/1000)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),2])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),2])/1000 

Eifelian_min=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),1])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1])/1000 

Eifelian_plus=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

Givetian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),1]/100

0,digits = 2) 

Givetian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Givetian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),1]/100

0,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Famennian_base=round(mean(c(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==3762

00),1],DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1]))/1000,digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),2])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),2])/1000 

Famennian_min=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),1])/1000 
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temp2=(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1])/1000 

Famennian_plus=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

Tournaisian_base=round(DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),1]/

1000,digits = 2) 

Tournaisian_min=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),1]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Tournaisian_plus=round((DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),3]-

DevChronPredict[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

rect(356000, 423000, 347300, Lochkovian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(230,245,225,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(356000, Lochkovian_base*1000, 347300, Pragian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(229,183,90,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Lochkovian_base*1000,Pragian_base*1000)), 'Lochkovian') 

segments(417000,423000,417000,Lochkovian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(417000, Lochkovian_base*1000, 356000, Lochkovian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Lochkovian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Lochkovian_base, ' ± ' , Lochkovian_min)) 

rect(356000, Pragian_base*1000, 347300, Emsian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(229,196,104,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Pragian_base*1000,Emsian_base*1000)), 'Pragian') 

segments(409000,423000,409000,Pragian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(409000, Pragian_base*1000, 356000, Pragian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Pragian_base*1000-1500, paste0(Pragian_base, ' ± ' , Pragian_min)) 

rect(356000, Emsian_base*1000, 347300, Eifelian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(229,208,117,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Emsian_base*1000,Eifelian_base*1000)), 'Emsian') 

segments(406000,423000,406000,Emsian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(406000, Emsian_base*1000, 356000, Emsian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Emsian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Emsian_base, ' +', Emsian_plus, '/-', Emsian_min)) 

rect(356000, Eifelian_base*1000, 347300, Givetian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(241,213,118,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Eifelian_base*1000,Givetian_base*1000)), 'Eifelian') 

segments(396750,423000,396750,Eifelian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(396750, Eifelian_base*1000, 347300, Eifelian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Eifelian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Eifelian_base, ' +', Eifelian_plus, '/-', 

Eifelian_min)) 

rect(356000, Givetian_base*1000, 347300, Frasnian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(241,255,133,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Givetian_base*1000,Frasnian_base*1000)), 'Givetian') 

segments(392000,423000,392000,Givetian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(392000, Givetian_base*1000, 347300, Givetian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Givetian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Givetian_base, ' +', Givetian_plus, '/-', 

Givetian_min)) 

rect(356000, Frasnian_base*1000, 347300, Famennian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(242,237,173,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Frasnian_base*1000,Famennian_base*1000)), 'Frasnian') 

segments(385000,423000,385000,Frasnian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(385000, Frasnian_base*1000, 347300, Frasnian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 
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text(361000, Frasnian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Frasnian_base, ' +', Frasnian_plus, '/-', 

Frasnian_min)) 

rect(356000, Famennian_base*1000, 347300, Tournaisian_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(242,237,197,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Famennian_base*1000,Tournaisian_base*1000)), 'Famennian') 

segments(376250,423000,376250,Famennian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(376250, Famennian_base*1000, 347300, Famennian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Famennian_base*1000-2000, paste0(Famennian_base, ' +', Famennian_plus, '/-', 

Famennian_min)) 

rect(356000, Tournaisian_base*1000, 347300, 352000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(140,176,108,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

segments(359000,423000,359000,Tournaisian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(359000, Tournaisian_base*1000, 356000, Tournaisian_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Tournaisian_base*1000-3000, paste0(Tournaisian_base, ' ± ' , Tournaisian_plus)) 

 

#To plot the timescale with the astrochronologic constraints 

#will result in Figure 13B or Figure 13C,  

#depending on whether Kellwasser constraints (yellow highlights)  

#are added to the chronology run in text above 

 

plot(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict_astro[,3],lwd=2,col='black',main="Devoni

an Timescale with astrochronologic constraints.",ylab='Age (ka)',xlab='Position in scale 

(ka)',las=1,type="l",ylim = c(425000,355000),xlim = c(417000,350000),) 

lines(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict_astro[,2],lwd=2,col='black') 

polygon(c(DevChronOut$predictPositions, rev(DevChronOut$predictPositions)), 

c(DevChronPredict_astro[,2], rev(DevChronPredict_astro[,3])),col = 

rgb(200,200,200,maxColorValue = 255), border = NA) 

lines(DevChronOut$predictPositions,DevChronPredict_astro[,1],lwd=3) 

rect(420000, 428000, 417000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(230,245,225,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(417000, 428000, 409000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,183,90,maxColorValue = 

255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(413000, 425500,'Lochkovian') 

rect(409000, 428000, 406000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,196,104,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(407500, 425500, 'Prag.') 

rect(406000, 428000, 396750, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(229,208,117,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(401000, 425500, 'Emsian') 

rect(396750, 428000, 392000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(241,213,118,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(394250, 425500, 'Eifelian') 

rect(392000, 428000, 385000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(241,255,133,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(388500, 425500, 'Givetian') 

rect(385000, 428000, 376250, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(242,237,173,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(380500, 425500, 'Frasnian') 
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rect(376250, 428000, 359000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(242,237,197,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(368000, 425500, 'Famennian') 

rect(359000, 428000, 356000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(140,176,108,maxColorValue 

= 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(356000, 428000, 347000, 423000, density = NULL, col = rgb(0,0,0,maxColorValue = 255), 

border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(416980,416000,417020,422400, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D0 

rect(413750,413310,414750,417650, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D1 

rect(408250,406800,413250,420000, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D2 

rect(405250,403300,408250,416500, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D3 

rect(404500,404280,405500,406600, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D4 

rect(402000,406590,403000,408910, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D5 

rect(396900,394460,397100,398640, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D6 

rect(394000,388720,395000,390440, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D7 

rect(395000,387890,396000,390530, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D8 

rect(380400,378330,380600,380670, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D9 

rect(377400,372140,377600,375220, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D10 

rect(365000,361830,368000,366330, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D13 

rect(365000,361910,368000,363830, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D14 

rect(362000,362210,364000,363830, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D15 

rect(361250,359770,364250,361370, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D16 

rect(360000,358830,360500,359670, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #D18 

rect(357250,358290,357750,359130, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #Cb1 

rect(356250,358010,356750,358850, density = NULL, border = TRUE, lwd=2) #Cb2 

Lochkovian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

417000),1]/1000,digits = 2) 

Lochkovian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

417000),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Lochkovian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

417000),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==417000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Pragian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409

000),1]/1000,digits = 2) 

Pragian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409

000),1]-DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),2])/1000,digits 

= 2) 

Pragian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409

000),3]-DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==409000),1])/1000,digits 

= 2) 

Emsian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==4060

00),1]/1000,digits = 2) 

Emsian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406

000),1]-DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),2])/1000,digits 

= 2) 
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Emsian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406

000),3]-DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==406000),1])/1000,digits 

= 2) 

Eifelian_astro_base=round(mean(c(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPosition

s==396700),1]/1000,DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1]

/1000)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),2])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),2])/1000 

Eifelian_astro_min=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396700),1])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==396800),1])/1000 

Eifelian_astro_plus=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

Givetian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392

000),1]/1000,digits = 2) 

Givetian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==39

2000),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Givetian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==39

2000),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==392000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385

000),1]/1000,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==38

5000),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Frasnian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==38

5000),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==385000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

Famennian_astro_base=round(mean(c(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPosit

ions==376200),1],DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1]))/

1000,digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),2])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),2])/1000 

Famennian_astro_min=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

temp1=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376200),1])/1000 

temp2=(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==376300),1])/1000 

Famennian_astro_plus=round(mean(c(temp1,temp2)),digits = 2) 

Tournaisian_astro_base=round(DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

359000),1]/1000,digits = 2) 
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Tournaisian_astro_min=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

359000),1]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),2])/1000,digits = 2) 

Tournaisian_astro_plus=round((DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==

359000),3]-

DevChronPredict_astro[which(DevChronOut$predictPositions==359000),1])/1000,digits = 2) 

rect(356000, 423000, 347300, Lochkovian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(230,245,225,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

rect(356000, Lochkovian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Pragian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, 

col = rgb(229,183,90,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Lochkovian_astro_base*1000,Pragian_astro_base*1000)), 'Lochkovian') 

segments(417000,423000,417000,Lochkovian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(417000, Lochkovian_astro_base*1000, 356000, 

Lochkovian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Lochkovian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Lochkovian_astro_base, ' +', 

Lochkovian_astro_plus, '/-', Lochkovian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Pragian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Emsian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, col 

= rgb(229,196,104,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Pragian_astro_base*1000,Emsian_astro_base*1000)), 'Pragian') 

segments(409000,423000,409000,Pragian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(409000, Pragian_astro_base*1000, 356000, Pragian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Pragian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Pragian_astro_base, ' +', Pragian_astro_plus, 

'/', Pragian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Emsian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Eifelian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, col 

= rgb(229,208,117,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Emsian_astro_base*1000,Eifelian_astro_base*1000)), 'Emsian') 

segments(406000,423000,406000,Emsian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(406000, Emsian_astro_base*1000, 356000, Emsian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Emsian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Emsian_astro_base, ' +', Emsian_astro_plus, 

'/-', Emsian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Eifelian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Givetian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, col 

= rgb(241,213,118,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Eifelian_astro_base*1000,Givetian_astro_base*1000)), 'Eifelian') 

segments(396750,423000,396750,Eifelian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(396750, Eifelian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Eifelian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Eifelian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Eifelian_astro_base, ' +', 

Eifelian_astro_plus, '/-', Eifelian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Givetian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Frasnian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, 

col = rgb(241,255,133,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Givetian_astro_base*1000,Frasnian_astro_base*1000)), 'Givetian') 

segments(392000,423000,392000,Givetian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(392000, Givetian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Givetian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Givetian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Givetian_astro_base, ' +', 

Givetian_astro_plus, '/-', Givetian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Frasnian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Famennian_astro_base*1000, density = NULL, 

col = rgb(242,237,173,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Frasnian_astro_base*1000,Famennian_astro_base*1000)), 'Frasnian') 

segments(385000,423000,385000,Frasnian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 
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segments(385000, Frasnian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Frasnian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Frasnian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Frasnian_astro_base, ' +', 

Frasnian_astro_plus, '/-', Frasnian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Famennian_astro_base*1000, 347300, Tournaisian_astro_base*1000, density = 

NULL, col = rgb(242,237,197,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

text(352000, mean(c(Famennian_astro_base*1000,Tournaisian_astro_base*1000)), 'Famennian') 

segments(376250,423000,376250,Famennian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(376250, Famennian_astro_base*1000, 347300, 

Famennian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Famennian_astro_base*1000-1000, paste0(Famennian_astro_base, ' +', 

Famennian_astro_plus, '/-', Famennian_astro_min)) 

rect(356000, Tournaisian_astro_base*1000, 347300, 352000, density = NULL, col = 

rgb(140,176,108,maxColorValue = 255), border = TRUE, lwd=2) 

segments(359000,423000,359000,Tournaisian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

segments(359000, Tournaisian_astro_base*1000, 356000, 

Tournaisian_astro_base*1000,lwd=2,lty=3) 

text(361000, Tournaisian_astro_base*1000-3000, paste0(Tournaisian_astro_base, ' ± ' , 

Tournaisian_astro_min)) 
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TABLES 
 

 

 

Table 1: Significant frequencies from 0 to 4 cycles/m in msrcleanfreq: (#, frequency 

(cycles/meter), significance level); see Appendix 4 (Astrochron) for details. 

# Frequency 

(cycles/meter) 

Significance 

Level 

1 0.07080078 0.9588530 

2 0.18310547 0.9066332 

3 0.25390625 0.9986341 

4 0.31250000 0.9868977 

5 0.66894531 0.9036881 

6 0.80322266 0.9374193 

7 0.91796875 0.9076257 

8 1.02539062 0.9619845 

9 1.14257812 0.9414857 

10 1.43798828 0.9923910 

11 1.50878906 0.9932135 

12 1.76757812 0.9760379 

13 1.86279297 0.9646950 

14 1.92382812 0.9639589 

15 2.10693359 0.9675044 

16 2.29736328 0.9265374 

17 2.36328125 0.9114225 

18 2.43408203 0.9169452 

19 2.62939453 0.9564464 

20 2.70019531 0.9313599 

21 2.76855469 0.9609993 

22 2.90039062 0.9778335 

23 3.19091797 0.9949034 

24 3.33984375 0.9399841 

25 3.63281250 0.9312616 
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Table 2. Stratigraphic positions of interpreted ~1 m thick obliquity cycles (green “+” in 

Figure 1).  Used for obliquity tuning; see Appendix 1.2 (Obliquity Tuning) for details. 

 

Location (m) Age (kyr) 

0.10 34.4 

0.60 68.8 

1.75 103.2 

2.55 137.6 

3.60 172 

4.50 206.4 

6.45 240.8 

7.50 275.2 

9.05 309.6 

10.25 344 

11.55 378.4 

12.95 412.8 

13.70 447.2 

15.05 481.6 

16.25 516 

17.50 550.4 

19.25 584.8 

20.40 619.2 

21.60 653.6 

22.50 688 

23.15 722.4 

24.65 756.8 

26.00 791.2 

26.95 825.6 

28.05 860 

28.85 894.4 

30.05 928.8 
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Table 3: Input data for use with Bchron in R (following De Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 

2014). The data include U-Pb ids, dates, standard deviations, depths, thicknesses, outlier 

probability, and calcurves. 

 ids dates sds depths thicknesses outlierprobs calcurves 

1 D0 419.20 1.600 417.1 0.01 0.01 normal 

2 D1 415.48 1.355 414.3 1.00 0.01 normal 

3 D2 413.40 3.300 410.9 4.20 0.01 normal 

4 D3 409.90 3.300 406.8 3.20 0.01 normal 

5 D4 405.44 0.580 405.2 1.25 0.01 normal 

6 D5 407.75 0.580 402.9 1.25 0.01 normal 

7 D6 396.55 1.045 397.0 0.50 0.01 normal 

8 D7 389.58 0.430 397.0 0.60 0.01 normal 

9 D8 389.21 0.660 395.5 1.00 0.01 normal 

10 D9 379.50 0.585 380.5 0.50 0.01 normal 

11 D10 373.68 0.770 377.6 0.50 0.01 normal 

12 D13 364.08 1.125 366.4 2.63 0.01 normal 

13 D14 362.87 0.480 366.4 2.63 0.01 normal 

14 D15 363.02 0.405 363.4 2.20 0.01 normal 

15 D16 360.57 0.400 363.4 3.00 0.01 normal 

16 D18 359.25 0.210 360.4 1.00 0.01 normal 

17 Cb1 358.71 0.210 357.5 1.00 0.01 normal 

18 Cb2 358.43 0.210 356.5 1.00 0.01 normal 
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Table 4: Devonian Period stage boundary ages with ±2 confidence intervals based on 

BCHRON modeling compared with GTS2012 (based on inputs from table 1). A. U-Pb 

ages only. B. U-Pb ages + astrochronology (De Vleeschouwer et al., 2012, 2015; Da 

Silva et al., 2016). C. Added constraint to Model B with Kellwasser astrochronology 

from this study. D. GTS2012 (Becker et al., 2012). 

 

 

 

Base of 

Period/Stage 

A 

(Ma) 

B 

(Ma) 

C 

(Ma) 

D 

(Ma) 

Carboniferous 359.07 ± 0.35 359.06 ± 0.36 359.02 ± 0.08 358.9 ± 0.4 

Famennian 372.38 +2.14/-

3.26 

373.97 +3.25/-

1.67 

373.86 +0.99/-

1.55 

372.2 ± 

1.6 

Frasnian 382.66 +3.81/-

2.87 

380.82 +2.98/-

1.50 

380.89 +1.03/-

1.67 

382.7 ± 1.0 

Givetian 387.27 +1.87/-

3.46 

385.21 +2.56/-

1.51 

385.19 +1.15/-

1.74 

387.7 ± 0.8 

Eifelian 394.88 +2.19/-

2.81 

395.08 +2.05/-

2.93 

395.72 +2.13/-

2.86 

393.3 ± 1.2 

Emsian 407.67 +3.87/-

2.23 

408.46 +3.39/-

2.31 

409.46 +2.79/-

3.11 

407.6 ± 2.6 

Pragian 410.79 ± 3.35 410.29 +3.25/-

2.46 

411.04 +2.63/-

2.54 

410.8 ± 2.8 

Lochkovian 418.31 ± 2.75 418.37 +2.75/-2.2 418.88 +2.85/-

2.87 

419.2 ± 3.2 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: Location and paleogeography of the Walnut Creek section. A: The location of 

the Walnut Creek section in Silver Creek, Chautauqua County, New York is marked with 

a red star (42º36.446” N, 78º30.196” W). B: Paleogeography of the Late Devonian 

(Blakey, 2005); the Walnut Creek locality is located in the western part of the northern 

Appalachian Basin at 20°S, marked by the filled red circle.  C. Geologic time (Becker et 

al., 2012; De Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 2014). D. Standard conodont zones with 

extinction pulses according to McGhee (2013). E. Conodont FZ zones. F.  Kellwasser 

Interval at Walnut Creek, NY. G. The measured section at Walnut Creek, with the Upper 

and Lower Kellwasser Horizons marked UKE and LKE, respectively. H. The MS 

stratigraphic series; green “+” indicate interpreted obliquity cycles (Table 2). 
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Figure 2: Top: Earth’s change in orientation with respect to the Sun is caused by three 

astronomical parameters, Meyers, 2016. Bottom: (A) orbital eccentricity, (B) obliquity 

(or axial tilt), and (C) axial precession. Cycle periods in ky. indicated in the power 

spectra at right are representative of Milankovitch cycles from 0-10 My, from Hinnov and 

Hilgen (2012). 
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Figure 3: A representation of the Catskill delta complex using the modern Niger delta as 

an analogue. This figure is from Allen (1970). The lithology at Walnut Creek indicates a 

deep prodelta environment (see red circle). This depositional environment is fed by 

fluvial inputs, and can be used as a measure of climate-driven changes in fluvial intensity 

(e.g., Kodama et al., 2010).  fm = fathom. 
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Figure 4: Visually interpreted Milankovitch cycles expected to be found in the time 

series analysis of the MS stratigraphic series at Walnut Creek. Potential long orbital 

eccentricity cycles (405 kyr) are marked in blue, potential short orbital eccentricity cycles 

(100 kyr) are marked in red, potential obliquity cycles (34 kyr) in green, and potential 

precession index cycles (19-21 kyr) in purple. Up is to the left. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~10 m cycles: Long eccentricity (405 kyr) 
~3 to 5 m cycles: Short eccentricity (100 kyr) 
~1 m cycles: Obliquity (34 kyr) 
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Figure 5: The 5 m LOESS curve is in orange, the 10 m LOESS curve is in blue, and the 

original series is in black. The 10 m LOESS curve was used to prewhiten the series, since 

the 5 m curve was found to eliminate small variations that could be attributed to cyclicity. 
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Figure 6: MS stratigraphic series with the 10 m LOESS curve removed.  
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Figure 7: Spectral analysis of the MS stratigraphic series with 10-m LOESS curve 

removed. Top: 2 multitaper power spectrum with classical red noise model shown with 

confidence levels computed using classicredpad.m. Bottom: FFT spectrogram computed 

using evofft.m with a running window of 7 m. 
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Figure 8: 2multitaper spectral analysis using the mtm function in astrochron (see 

Appendices, 2.1 Astrochron in R. Top: power spectrum – no LOESS preprocessing; 

middle: AR1 confidence levels; bottom: harmonic F-test confidence levels above 80%. 
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Figure 9: 2multitaper spectral analysis and harmonic line F-testing using the eha 

function in astrochron. Top: Power spectrum (same as Figure 8, top) plotted with log 

power; middle: amplitude spectrum; bottom: harmonic line F-test significance levels, 

showing 25 significant (>90%) frequencies between 0 and 4 cycles/m (Table 1). 
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Figure 10: Average Spectral Misfit (ASM) models produced for the 32 m Kellwasser 

series. Graphs from left to right: (a) ASM metric, (b) null hypothesis significance level, 

(c) number of target frequencies terms evaluated, from a maximum of 7: 1/(17.38 ky), 

1/(20.2 ky), 1/(21.3 ky), 1/(34.4 ky), 1/(95 ky), 1/(128 ky) and 1/(405 ky), and (d) 

observed (red lines) vs. target (dashed lines) frequencies. Model A returned an optimal 

sedimentation rate of 3.002 cm/kyr, model B an optimal sedimentation rate of 3.072 

cm/kyr, and model C an optimal sedimentation rate of 3.144 cm/kyr. (Note: In the plots, 

ka=ky) 
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Figure 11: Original MS data (A) and Obliquity-tuned time series version of original MS 

data (B). Red lines drawn through A and B mark obliquity picks. Lithologic column and 

geologic time shown below for the LKE and UKE are from Becker et al., 2012 and De 

Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 2014.  
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Figure 12: Analysis of the MS obliquity-tuned time series with 400 ky LOESS curve 

removed. Top: 2 multitaper power spectrum with classical red noise model shown with 

confidence levels computed using classicredpad.m.. Bottom: FFT spectrogram computed 

using evofft.m with a running window of 250 ky. 
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Figure 13: Bchron models of the Devonian time scale; output boundary ages are given in 

Table 4. A. U-Pb ages only (De Vleeschouwer and Parnell, 2014); empty rectangles 

indicate the individual radioisotope dates listed in Table 3. B. Model A with 

astrochronologic constraints from De Vleeschouwer et al., (2012, 2015) and Da Silva et 

al. (2016).  C. Model B with new Walnut Creek astrochronologic constraint from this 

study. 
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